Welcome to the E-Learning Advisory Group Space

This Confluence Space is the place where E-Learning Advisory Group (ELAG) members share information. Current members of the E-Learning Advisory Group can be seen in the Group Members page.

- E-Learning Advisory Group - Terms of Reference
- IHTSDO Advisory Group Manual
- Questions about E-Learning and the Advisory Group should be sent to elearning@ihtsdo.org.
- Find out more about SNOMED CT E-Learning services
- E-Learning FAQ

- Learn how to use this Space in the Confluence Guide.
- Problems using this space please email confluence-support@ihtsdo.org.

Content Navigator

Announcements

- SNOMED CT in SQL Practical Guide
  Linda Bird posted on Dec 04, 2019
  Dear ELAG, The draft SNOMED CT in SQL Practical Guide is now available for community review at http://snomed.org/sqlpg http://snomed.org/sqlpg. This guide provides a simple and practical example of how a relational database can be used to enable effective access to the content and features of SNOMED CT....

- January 2020 Implementation Course - Enrolments Closing Soon
  Linda Bird posted on Nov 21, 2019
  Enrolments for the next SNOMED CT Implementation Course, starting on Monday 6th January 2020, will be closing soon - on Friday 20th December 2019. The SNOMED CT Implementation Course teaches you the SNOMED CT knowledge and skills required to implement a SNOMED CT enabled system....

- Malaysia ELAG Meeting - Thank you for attending!
  Linda Bird posted on Nov 05, 2019
  Dear ELAG members, Thank you very much to those of you who were able to attend the E-Learning Advisory Group meeting last week in Kuala Lumpur! I hope you enjoyed your week in Malaysia and have made it home safely (or will soon be doing so). I have posted my presentation, the Member reports that were emailed to me, and some brief meeting notes. Please let me know if you'd like me to make any updates to the meeting notes....